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When efficiency is no
longer enough
Using shifting macroeconomic conditions as the impetus for driving operating model transformation and
profitable growth in the transportation industry.
From delivering raw materials to finished goods, the
transportation industry1 plays a role in nearly every facet
of commerce. Because of its pervasiveness, it has not
been immune to the macroeconomic pressures that are
compressing operating margins for companies across
nearly every sector. Forces such as slowly recovering
consumer spending and sluggish new home construction,
for instance, are challenging many transportation
companies to manage excess capacities. Meanwhile,
increasingly sophisticated online consumers want “more
for less” and they want it faster, leading to greater demand
for time-sensitive deliveries and the expectation of free
shipping. Holiday shopping spikes exacerbate the issue by
increasing complexity and expense. For instance, a recent
spate of missed holiday deliveries forced many retailers
to assuage disappointed customers with gift cards and
other costly promotions as well as to expand their use of
regional shipping partners to reduce dependency on major
carriers during peak seasons.2 Also, in order to combat
the increasing shortage of labor—especially for truck
drivers and rail operators—many transportation companies
are being compelled to offer higher wages, increased
bonuses and other incentives to retain workers, further
constricting margins.3,4

Oil prices also remain volatile. Having risen by 40-50%
between 2009 and their recent peaks of more than $100
per barrel, oil prices have been moving downward since
July 2014.5 While this can enhance margins in the short
term, transportation firms should continue to be vigilant
because a number of variables, such as policy conditions,
geopolitical scenarios, or production challenges, could
quickly send prices back to their previous highs.
For many companies, the “gut reaction” to these pressures
is to cut costs. This response may be appropriate—even
necessary—for companies whose survival is threatened.
For others on more stable footing, however, short-term
reductions in operating costs may offer only temporary
relief. Even more disconcerting in our view, a myopic focus
on the bottom line can cause transportation companies to
overlook opportunities to strengthen their businesses and
drive profitable growth over the long run. Even if present
economic conditions improve, history shown that the
next economic downturn, while unpredictable in timing,
is inevitable, mandating companies to address these core
challenges proactively. Now is the time to re-think growth
strategies, develop necessary contingency plans, and invest
in capabilities to drive profitable growth.

In addition to these challenges, external forces remain
unpredictable. Weather, of course, is always a wild card,
and its impact on operations will likely become even more
disruptive considering global climate change and the
mounting frequency of extreme weather events.
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The transportation sector faces significant challenges in the marketplace that drive the need for change
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• World GDP growth is slowly rising, and the
recovery is gaining traction in the US and
the UKI
• While overall GDP growth is expected to
increase in 2015, the recovery remains spotty in
the Euro Area and JapanI
• Growth in China continues to slow as
investment softens, which will have an ongoing
impact on global growth due to the size of
its economyI
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US E-Commerce sales as a percent of total retail sales

• Online sales have been growing faster
than retail sales overall
• Attitudes towards retail purchases are
merging with attitudes towards business
purchases; business customers will
demand a greater level of service from
their carriersIII
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• The recent drop in fuel prices may not
be sustained over the long term, so firms
should continue to manage fuel
costs closely
• Inclement weather can also create
volatility and unexpected increases in
operating costs

World Bank Global Economic Prospects, January 2015, http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/GEP/GEP2015a/pdfs/GEP15a_web_full.pdf
US Census Bureau, “3rd Quarter 2014 Retail E-Commerce Sales Report,” 19 Nov 2014
III
Forbes, “Why E-Commerce Still Isn't Clicking with B2B Executives,” http://www.forbes.com/sites/brianwalker/2014/05/06/why-e-commerce-still-isnt-clicking-with-b2b-executives/
IV
Spot Prices, Crude Oil Monthly Prices, Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_spt_s1_m.htm, accessed February 2, 2015
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Global trends have a unique impact on each transportation sub-sector
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Transportation sub-sector

Airline cargo

Slow recovering demand

• World air cargo traffic has grown
at only 2.6% over the last 10 years,
and future growth will be tightly tied
to the global recoveryIV
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Sophisticated consumers

3

Volatile external forces

• Proliferation of online shopping has
driven demand for faster shipping,
which is presenting complex
capability challenges for suppliers

• Managing ongoing volatility will
remain a challenge, despite the
recent drop in oil prices
• The increase in extreme heat
events could increase the number
of cancelled flights and decrease
payload capacityVI

Trucking / Logistics • Low barriers to entry mixed
with a positive demand outlook
may increase participation and
competition in the segment as the
economy strengthens

• The rise of omnichannel, mass
customization, and same-day
delivery may require trucking
suppliers to develop new
capabilities—especially to win the
last mile

• The rapidly changing energy
landscape may erode the value of
fuel-efficient fleet investments
• The increase in heavy rain and
flooding events could increase
unexpected delaysVI

Rail

• As global macroeconomic trends
recover, rail suppliers may face
added competition from other
shipping modes as spending shifts
from low cost solutions, like rail, to
premium air and truck solutions

• As customers become increasingly
reliant on real-time information,
rail will need to continue to make
investments in customer service
capabilities

• The recent drop in fuel prices could
boost margins in the short term,
but may dampen the strong growth
seen in oil transportation volumesVII
• Increased rainfall and flooding
boosts track maintenance costs and
causes shipping delaysVI

Maritime

• Less-than-expected global demand
has led to an over-supply of ships
and fleet under-utilization
• Shipping freight rates continue to
fall as Europe and Japan’s
economies falterV

• As with rail, customers will continue
to demand real-time information
necessitating customer service
investments

• Customers switched to maritime
shipping during the recession to
save on cost, but if fuel prices
remain low, maritime shipping's
price advantage could erode
• While sea shipping lanes will
be open longer due to warmer
temperatures, the levels of some
fresh water passages are projected
to drop, decreasing cargo capacityVI

IV

Boeing World Air Cargo Forecast 2014-2015, http://www.boeing.com/assets/pdf/commercial/cargo/wacf.pdf
Asia-Europe Shipping Freight Rates Suffer Record Weekly Fall, Wall Street Journal, http://online.wsj.com/articles/asia-europe-shipping-freight-rates-suffer-record-weekly-fall
VI
Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States, http://downloads.globalchange.gov/usimpacts/pdfs/climate-impacts-report.pdf
VII
Moody’s Outlook for North American Railroad Industry, June 2014,
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Outlook-for-North-American-Railroad-Industry-Changed-to-Positive--PR_301635
V
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Moving beyond just costs
Cutting costs is often a response to a tough economy.
In the transportation industry, media reports abound
concerning companies that have taken or are considering
initiatives aimed at quickly reducing their operating costs,
and by proxy, preserving or enhancing their operating
margins. For example, transportation firms have historically
streamlined their organizations by reducing headcount
and restructuring labor contracts. These measures largely
focus on bottom-line improvement through increased
efficiency but they generally do not extend to the other
end of the strategic spectrum: enhanced capabilities
through improved effectiveness and operating model
transformation.
Efficiency, effectiveness, and operating model
transformation, however, are not necessarily mutually
exclusive—even in tough economic times. Companies
can use present market conditions as an opportunity to
transform their operating models and to set the stage for
long-term profitable growth by pulling levers across the
spectrum. Indeed, some transportation companies are
starting to see the benefits of re-evaluating their operating
models in light of “the new normal” of tepid demand,
more sophisticated consumers, and volatile external forces.
Here are a few examples:
• Developing new solutions to meet the demands of more
sophisticated consumers
DB Schenker is piloting “tri-modal” transportation
services, which offer customers rail, road, and
air freight in one bundled offering. Currently in
experimental use, the bundled service is faster than
pure ocean freight but more cost-effective than pure
air freight. Early results have been positive, with the
company moving 21 tons of cargo from China to Brazil
in 24 days versus an expected 50-55 days had it relied
exclusively on ocean freight.6
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• Building better customer service capabilities to
reduce churn
BNSF Railway’s customer portal leverages a proprietary
electronic freight management system that allows
customers to forecast shipping dates, track individual
cargo units, and exchange electronic data. Customers
using BNSF’s system typically benefit from lower
administrative and material costs via more timely and
accurate information processing.7
• Effecting operational improvements as part of an
overarching corporate social-responsibility strategy
United Parcel Service (UPS) unveiled a service designed
to route packages more efficiently. The Access Point
system leaves parcels at neighborhood businesses
rather than on doorsteps when recipients are not
home. UPS says the service will help it cut down on
stops and spend less on gas.8
In our view, these companies are taking a sound
approach: the current market situation offers a compelling
opportunity for transportation enterprises to revamp
their operating models and transform their capabilities to
drive profitable growth. In determining how to respond
to the slow recovery, shifting consumer preferences,
and volatile external forces, companies can consider
efficiency improvements (i.e., cost-cutting), effectiveness
enhancements (i.e., process improvements, targeted
technology investments, and governance reconfiguration),
or full-scale operating model transformation (i.e.,
workforce rebalancing and leadership structure
adjustment). Importantly, these “improvement levers” work
in concert. The right mix of “efficiency and effectiveness”
enhancements can often provide the capital required to
fund the deeper organizational changes necessary for
preserving margins and growing revenues over the
long term.

Transformation provides
a bigger bang
Regardless of the precise levers chosen, the outcomes generally follow a central theme: a longer-term view that uses both efficiency and effectiveness
as a platform for operating model transformation tends to produce bigger and more sustainable results. Indeed, our experience suggests that
companies choosing to pull efficiency levers alone typically enjoy 8-10% annualized run-rate savings, whereas those taking the next step toward
effectiveness benefit from 15-20% annualized run-rate savings. Those investing in adjusting the overall operating model or organizational structure
generally enjoy the highest level of savings, sometimes 25% or more. Such transformations are usually rather complex and require investment of time and
effort, but they tend to produce significant, sustainable value in the long run when they are properly designed and executed. Additionally, in a growth
environment, many companies are finding that the scalable platform that comes with implementing efficiency and effectiveness measures can ultimately
lead to significant cost avoidance while setting the stage for larger-scale operating model transformation.

Efficiency improvement

Effectiveness enhancement

Operating model transformation

•
•
•
•

• Efficiency opportunities
(see left)
• Process redesign
• Demand governance
• Infrastructure changes

• Efficiency and effectiveness
opportunities (see left)
• Leadership structure adjustment
• Workforce rebalancing

8 – 10%

15 – 20%

25%+

Scope

Limited G&A scope

Full scope for all SG&A functions

Full transformation of one G&A
function

Cost opportunities

• Spans and layers
• Limited phases of business
process outsourcing

• Spans and layers
• Workforce transition
• Multiple phases of business
process outsourcing
• Real estate analysis

• Spans and layers
• Workforce transition
• Multiple phases of business
process outsourcing
• Real estate analysis
• Synergy realization from
past acquisitions

Capability opportunities

• Limited global service delivery
model enhancement
• Limited procurement process
transformation

• Global service delivery model
enhancement
• Limited sales and marketing
and procurement
transformation
• Process streamlining &
standardization

• Global service delivery model
enhancement
• Full operating model and
organization redesign
• Process streamlining &
standardization

Time to value

12 – 18 months

12 – 24 months

24 - 36 months

Typical opportunities

Potential cost savings
(Percent of baseline)

Labor arbitrage
Consolidation / shared services
Spans and layers
External spend

Capability enhancement
Time to value
Complexity

Potential project example

Level of business change required

Legend

Minimal

Low to mid-range

Mid-range to high

High
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In addition to missing out on opportunities to produce greater returns, transportation companies should be cautioned
against focusing too narrowly on the bottom line for another reason. Unless short-term cost-cutting measures are linked
to an overarching strategy for reducing complexity, they often serve as little more than a bandage that does not stick. In
our experience, the costs often come back, sometimes with a vengeance, as the company scrambles to fill gaps in service
or to stem declines in quality in the aftermath of hurried belt-tightening.
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Capabilities lead the way
Based on our experience, a more balanced, capability-led
approach is generally needed to combat declining profit
margins and stagnant growth within the transportation
industry. This approach can fundamentally be broken
down into three steps:
Step 1: Clarify the business model — A clear
understanding of the ways in which customer needs are
changing as well as how the company could potentially
address them is essential for structuring an effective
business. Gaining this understanding typically starts
with clarifying the business model, or put another way,
assessing the “who, what, and how” of the company:

Who are the company’s existing and desired customers?
What value propositions are, or could be, offered to these
customers through the company’s products, services, and
solutions? And, how can the enterprise deliver these value
propositions and sustain its competitive advantages? For
example, a leading transportation services company used
this approach to identify a potential strategy for addressing
shifting customer needs with minimal investment in new
assets. This “asset-lite” model called for providing the
company’s industrial, consumer packed goods (CPG),
business services, and warehousing clients (i.e., who) with
a consistent customer service experience (i.e., what) by
revising its call-center structure (i.e., how).
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Capability design steps

Transportation services provider example

Mission

• Clearly define the capability vision
and target maturity

• Customer service is critical to building the
asset-light service offering and maintaining
the core business

Process

• Analyze current process and gaps
between current state and vision

• Current processes are not consistent across
product offerings

Technology

• Identify infrastructure needed to
support efficient execution
of processes

• Additional technology infrastructure is
required to support a centralized
service system

Talent

• Identify critical skills required and • Need to coach customer service
the need for incentives and career
representatives regularly on common issues
development opportunities
and service skills

Analytics

• Determine specific metrics that
will provide insights to guide
decision making

• Look at both call handling time and post-call
customer satisfaction surveys

Decision control/
integration

• Identify which parts of the
business control and set policy
• Outline dependencies and
integration points

• Policy control should rest within an
overarching customer service organization
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Understanding current capabilities provides a framework to increase returns and guide investment decisions

TECHNOLOGY
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Step 2: Envision future capabilities — This step
fundamentally involves understanding the company’s
current capability set and what capabilities it will need
in order to get where it wants to go. In other words,
what strategic capabilities should the company invest
in to support the future business? And, which non-core
capabilities, or basic services, need to be delivered in
a more efficient manner? In the previous example, the
company prioritized customer service as a core capability
for enhancement to support its asset-lite strategy. It
then used a design framework delineating six capability
dimensions as an aid for identifying gaps and prioritizing
the investments required for taking its customer service
capability to the next level.
Step 3: Visualize the future operating model — Based on
the capabilities identified in the previous step, a company
can now consider what its future operating model will look
like. In many instances, the existing model will need to be
reorganized to provide the desired capability at a reduced
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cost. In the illustrative example, the present-state customer
experience was disjointed because in-coming calls were
routed to different groups depending on the nature of the
inquiry. As a result, callers experienced transfers, longer
wait times, multiple handoffs, and uncertainty regarding
who was responsible for resolving problems. To address
these pain points and strengthen its overall customer
service capability, the company visualized a future state
where low- and medium-complexity inquiries, which
comprised the bulk of customer interactions, could be
filtered by a central organization, while high-complexity
inquiries, which represented only about 10-20% of
calls, could be passed on to pre-assigned subject matter
experts. These experts, who would provide help only when
necessary, would reside in a virtual layer so customers
would not be aware of their involvement. This revised
structure will help create a seamless customer continuum,
generate immediate savings, and scale to support future
growth without significantly escalating costs.

The operating model is designed by charting current capabilities against the desired future state
Chart capabilities

Map current state

Design operating structure

Dedicated support units

Shared support units

Configuration in ecosystem

Understand current state gaps
and roadblocks to achieving
desired performance

Partners

Shared functions
(e.g.,HR, IT,
Marketing)

Product
BU 1

Product
BU 2

Functions

Product
BU 3

Seg2

Geography

Level of hierarchy

Product business units

Seg3

Primary
P&L
accountability

Seg1

Corporate

Seg4

rix

at

M

Customer

Use the decisions on
capabilities to guide the
configuration of accountability
and the distribution and
delivery of work

Geo5 Geo4 Geo3 Geo2 Geo1

Shared / hub & spoke

Customers

Envision future state

Matrix
Primary: Product BUs
Secondary: Customer,
Geography
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The potential benefits of taking a capability-led approach such as this are many. It helps the company build the flexibility and agility needed to adjust to
the rapidly evolving landscape and to manage the accompanying uncertainty. It also enables management to focus on areas that create the greatest value
to the organization, and it illuminates the design decisions that need to be made upfront in order to guide the creation of downstream processes and
structures in support of the business strategy.

Capability analysis for a transportation services provider led it to consider a tiered customer service structure
Current state: Fragmented customer experience

Customer
Issue Type:

Administrative

Function:

Billing

Sales

Customer tools

Business support

Routine
maintenance

Operations

Maintenance
Issues

Shared services

Technical

Outsourced

Future state: Tiered customer service structure
Administrative

Billing

Customer tools

Routine maintenance

Maintenance issues

Issue resolution

Dedicated 800 number

Role description

Volume

Tier 1: Generalists

Performs simple, highly repeatable service delivery tasks

Outsourced
Intelligent routing

Resolves complex tickets and tickets that require
investigation, analysis, authorization, or approval

“Virtual” tier that supports Tier 2 as required – can be
any organization or individual that helps resolve tickets
Sales

Tier 2: Specialists

Outsourced

Tier 3: Experts

Outsourced

Business
support

Operations

Complex inquiries requiring specific knowledge / skills – this could be fewer or more groups
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Technical

Complexity

50 - 80%

Low

10 - 30%

Medium

10 – 20 %

High

Trends as a trigger for
profitable growth
Regardless of the approach taken, a company’s response
to market forces should be considered within the larger
context of its competitive position and imperatives at a
particular point in time. The issue basically comes down
to whether a company is getting its house in order or
if it is in fact setting the stage for future growth. For
instance, a company that is nearing bankruptcy will likely
have different imperatives and levers to pull (e.g., debt
restructuring, divestitures, etc.) than an organization that
has a solid market position and can afford to invest in
acquisitions, partnerships, and new markets. Those in
the former camp will need to focus on cost reductions

and restructuring in order to survive. Those in the latter,
however, have a tremendous opportunity ahead of them.
Current trends, which on the surface may seem to be
putting pressure on the industry, may provide the impetus
for companies to re-examine their business models,
identify critical capabilities, and revise their operating
structures accordingly—and in so doing, to move beyond
focusing mainly on the bottom line to charting a course
toward profitable growth.
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Transportation-specific factors
When taking a capability-led approach to transformation, several factors specific to the transportation industry come into play. Here is a step-by-step
summary of some “things to consider” when developing a strategy for reigniting growth within your transportation enterprise:

STEP 1: Clarify the business model, or stated another way, redefine the who, what, and how of the company. Things to consider:
International Acquisitions

Transportation enterprises are increasingly acquiring companies across borders to gain access to customers in previously
untapped markets.

Mature Products

The transportation industry is relatively mature, with innovative new product offerings being the exception rather than
the rule. For example, UPS Forwarding & Logistics accounts for only 9.9% of revenue.9

Product Diversification

More and more transportation companies are diversifying into new products in an attempt to extend brand equity.
Examples include the UPS Store’s venture into 3D printing and the Avis Budget Group’s foray into ZipCar.10,11 This is an
increasingly important consideration given the recent moves by Amazon, eBay, Google, Uber, and Walmart to offer their
own same day delivery services to customers, thus cutting shipping companies out of the last mile.12,13

Vertical and Horizontal
Integration

Transportation companies are increasingly acquiring strategic assets to enhance their competitive positions. For example,
Delta recently bought a US fuel refinery to offset jet fuel costs.14 Similarly, Sysco is in the process of acquiring US Foods,
which could create productivity synergies in warehousing and distribution.15 Other illustrative options include adding
a specialized ocean freight unit, combining rail and truck companies, adding air freight capabilities, or building tighter
alliances with specialty providers (e.g. food distributors and refrigerated transportation providers).

STEP 2: Envision future capabilities. Things to consider:
Talent Gap

The industry has been struggling to attract new talent, which has resulted in a greying workforce. Attracting the right
talent to enhance priority capabilities should be top of mind.

Capability Silos

For many transportation companies, strategic capabilities exist in specific regions, but they have not been shared
across the organization.

High-cost Locations

As a result of legacy operating structures, a large portion of the transportation industry’s workforce is located in
high-cost developed economies.

Insights from Big Data

The ability to process and derive insights from big data is increasingly becoming a competitive advantage.

Outdated Technologies

Within the industry, financial and IT systems are frequently outdated, requiring significant manual intervention in order to
access the desired information. In our experience, billing and ship-to-collect systems are generally strong candidates
for enhancement.

STEP 3: Visualize the future operating model. Things to consider:
Disjointed
Global Operations

Many transportation organizations have developed strong global networks, but operating seamlessly around the world
is often elusive due to geographic distances and cultural differences.

Legal Compliance

Complex legal-entity requirements frequently shape operating structures and inhibit collaboration that could generate
efficiencies or better serve the market.

M&A Integration

Often mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are not fully integrated into the organization (e.g., processes, IT, etc.), allowing
redundancies and inefficient operating structures to remain.
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